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Were you born to be a leader?Â A healer?Â An artist or mentor? It can be enlightening to map out

your personality by answering a battery of questions, as is shown by the popularity of Myers-Briggs

tests and Enneagram books. But what if you could go deeper and finally answer the question of who

you are at the level of your soul?Destiny at Your Fingertips helps you to do exactly that. Master

hand analyst Ronelle Coburn introduces you to a completely unique, innovative, and powerful

language for profound personal transformation-discovering your Life Purpose from your own

fingerprints. It's easy to learn and can be used by anyone who wants to gain a deep sense of self

and clear direction in life. Formed five months before you were born, your fingerprints reveal your

unique Zone of Fulfillment and guide you into understanding your reason for being. In five easy

steps, you will learn to decode your own fingerprints so you can unlock the secret to your full

potential in relationships, career, and all aspects of life. "Ronelle is an absolute expert on helping

you learn your life purpose and live it-what could be more important than that?" â€•Richard Unger,

author of LifePrints"My life purpose session gave me the boost that I needed to finish two books and

put myself out there. Thank you! Just what I needed at the perfect time." â€•Susanna McMahon,

Ph.D., author of The Portable Therapist Â 
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From the very first page this book drew me on and captivated me. I felt I was sitting and chatting

with Ronelle about my own hands. Her writing style is warm, friendly, yet gets the point across. I



wish I had teachers like her in college - hahaha! Her examples are fabulous and I found them VERY

helpful in trying to figure out my OWN fingerprints.Well written, nicely illustrated and just plain fun to

read. Add that to the fact that you will absolutely have an eye opening experience about your own

life purpose and you have an AMAZING BOOK on hand analysis and determng your unique life

purpose.

I found Ronelle's book quite by accident...And am glad I did!I'd found just enough information to

spike my interest in hand reading and wanted to learn more. Flipping through web pages I found

Ronelle's site, read it over, found her book and that's all it took for me to jump in, head first, in this

wonderful new world called "me."Her writing is conversational, you feel like she's sitting and reading

to/for you. Not some stuffy professor lecturing AT you. Thanks for that Ronelle.The clear illustrations

go with the writing complimenting each other nicely. Her short stories explaining points work well

and keep it flowing.You'll get a lot out of this if you're interested in learning more about yourself or if

you're learning about hand analysis. It's a win, win situation, unique and universal at the same time.

You'll learn how to "get over yourself" and "move forward" in the direction that's right for you - it's up

to you to take action or not.Thanks Ronelle for opening my eyes to this wonderful world.

Most self-help, personal development books have started to sound the same...that is why this was

so refreshing to read. Of course I may be a little bit biased in my review. I have been studying

handreading/palmistry for the past couple of years and have also had the pleasure of a Life Purpose

reading from the author via an internet forum. The great thing about Ronelle's book is that you can

benefit if you want some simple direction in life or if you are a student of the art of handreading.

Since understanding my own Life Purpose from my fingerprints, I have experienced a much greater

awareness of myself and have passed on the knowledge from this technique to those closest to me.

It is fascinating, descriptive, and well-written. If you are looking to understand yourself on a much

deeper level, give it a try. If you enjoy handreading and palmistry, it is a 'must have'. Great job

Ronelle.

As a hand analyst and personal growth consultant for the past 20 years, I've longed for a book that

takes the transformative and phenomenal work of Richard Unger and puts it -- literally -- in the

hands of everyone. This is that book.With beautiful prose, touching examples and anecdotes, and a

wealth of grounded psychological framing, "Destiny at Your Fingertips" opens the door to one of the

most persistent "knockings" of the human experience: Who Am I and What Am I Here For?Learning



to identify one's own fingerprints can be challenging without a qualified hand analyst, but Coburn's

writing is so illustrative, that I think an individual can "find themselves" just by paying attention to

which chapters have resonance. The important contribution of this book is not how to identify

fingerprints, but how to really understand why we don't move on with what we intuitively know to be

our callings.I am using this book in my work with clients, and would recommend it for anyone in the

career counseling, psychology, coaching, personal growth, spiritual direction, or mentoring fields...or

if you're just on a personal quest!

As a professional Scientific Hand Analyst, I use Ronelle's book as a reference for nearly every client

that I read for! I have found it to be a very accurate and user friendly reference for The Life

Purposes, as put forth by Richard Unger's classifications! Of course, I also find it incredibly insightful

for my own personal growth and insight into my own hands! It reads like a gentle yet powerful

conversation, is well thought out and well organized. Really, this is a fabulous book and I highly

recommend it even if you have not yet had your own hands read, as it will provide you with insights

into your own soul.

Ronelle hit the ball right out of the park! I cheered and hollered at the top of my lungs for -- FINALLY

-- gaining clarity on my life's purpose after working on discovering it for more than 25 years. I've

searched for it high and low, too ... and have literally invested thousands of hours and dollars in my

mission. But seeing it in my fingerprints? It's never been suggested to look there and I've been

advised and counseled by those charging as much as $600/hr! I got so much value from this easily

accessible book that I can honestly say, with full integrity from my heart, the information contained in

it has the power to transform your personal reality and thus the world has the opportunity to be

transfigured. What a blessing! Ronelle may have hit the homerun, but she's offered everyone the

realization that they can do the same! I can't thank this author enough for making this work

available, especially in these changing times where answers are few and questions are abundant.
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